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COFFEY PARK CHRONICLES » With rubble removed, property
owners look forward to grading, new home foundations

Workers clear last
lot of wildfire debris

County
seeks
better
alarms

Supervisors push for
answers about why fire
warnings reached so few
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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A work crew removes the remnants of a destroyed home Monday on Sansone Drive in Santa Rosa. The lot is the last one to be cleaned up in the
Coffey Park area that was destroyed by the Tubbs fire in October.
The October wildfires were
which their crews would shovel ABOUT THE SERIES
the costliest in U.S. history.
up fire debris.
As part of an ongoing
Neighborhood and city
series, The Press Democrat They killed 40 people and destroyed more than 6,000 homes
leaders Monday applauded the is following the residents
in a four-county region.
completion of debris cleanup in and recovery of Coffey
As of Friday, the Army
Coffey Park, noting it has been Park, the Santa Rosa
Corps
of Engineers had
less than four months since
neighborhood destroyed
completed 58 percent of what
flames devastated the area in
by the Tubbs fire. Read
the early hours of Oct. 9.
all of the stories online at officials are calling the largest wildfire cleanup in state
“Each time we get to one of
pressdemocrat.com
history.
these points, it just shows that
The agency counts its work in Coffey
progress is being made,” said Santa Rosa
Park as a major accomplishment.
Mayor Chris Coursey. “We’re on our way.”
“Completing debris removal in Coffey
Some residents last fall questioned the
Park is a significant milestone for the
wisdom of the government-sponsored
overall program, and for the more than
cleanup. But Coursey said the results
1,200 property owners in that area,” Corps
showed it offered a faster method to remove the debris “so we can get to building
as quickly as possible.”
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By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

work crew in white hazmat suits
Monday filled dump trucks with
massive concrete chunks and other
debris, closing a major chapter in the
recovery of Coffey Park.
The workers, one operating a yellow
excavator and another driving a compact dozer, loaded the last remains of a
northwest Santa Rosa home that had been
incinerated last fall by the Tubbs fire.
The lot on Sansone Drive where the
workers labored once held a pale green,
ranch-style house where shade trees lined
the sidewalk. But federal officials said the
property was noteworthy Monday because
it was the last in the neighborhood from

“Each time we get to one of these points, it just shows that progress is being
made. We’re on our way.”
CHRIS COURSEY, Santa Rosa mayor, on the Coffey Park cleanup

Sonoma County supervisors
Monday again pushed for a review of how its emergency services staff handled their responsibilities to warn the public in
October when deadly firestorms
ignited across the county.
Following widespread criticism that official warnings about
the fast-moving fires reached
too few people, the Board of
Supervisors had expected to receive a report not only detailing
what steps emergency staff took
to warn the public but also exploring more effective methods
for warning people in harm’s
way.
Yet during his first presentation on warning systems to
county supervisors since the
fires, emergency services manager Christopher Helgren Monday said his department’s after-action report about the fires
was an internal document, causing several officials to express
disappointment and request
he return with a public report
explaining how decisions were
made the night of the fires and
a list of lessons learned.
During Helgren’s short presentation, supervisors signaled
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Panel
votes to
release
memo
ANALYSIS » What led
up to the political brawl
amid the Russia inquiry
By MATT ZAPOTOSKY
AND KAROUN DEMIRJIAN

Rare celestial event to grace winter skies
‘SUPER BLUE BLOOD MOON’ » Wednesday’s early
risers can view a treat unseen here in centuries
BY KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Residents and visitors to the
West Coast will be privy to a predawn celestial treat Wednesday
morning, and all it takes is waking up a little early and turning
your eyes to the night’s sky.
The rare lunar trifecta of a
“super blue blood moon” last
occurred in December 1982, according to NASA scientists, but
one hasn’t been visible from the
United States since before the
University of California was
founded in 1868.
In other words, if you’re on
the West Coast, it’s time to set
those alarm clocks.
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The combined components
that make the event worth seeing are the moon being full
and on its closest approach of
orbit to Earth, known as a supermoon, as well as completely blocked from the sun by the
Earth, with only limited light
escaping to display a reddish
hue on its cratered surface — a
blood moon.
Add in that it’s the second full
moon in a single month, metaphorically referred to as a blue
moon, and you’ve got one special occasion.
“This really gives you a
chance to see the cosmic
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A “super wolf moon” rises above Shiloh Ridge on Jan. 1 in Windsor. On
Wednesday, the second full moon — called a blue moon — of January
will appear, coinciding the body’s closest distance to Earth.

COUNTY SPEEDS PERMIT PROCESS: Board of
Supervisors awards contract to San Ramon
firm to process rebuilding applications / A3

WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — Early this
month, FBI Director Christopher
Wray and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein trekked to
Capitol Hill in a
last-ditch effort INSIDE
to avoid giving FBI official
Republican law- steps down
makers access after months
to intelligence of attacks from
they considered Trump / A6
so sensitive that
it could not leave their control.
House Intelligence Committee
Chairman Devin Nunes, R-Visalia, had been agitating for information — which included investigative documents, interviews
with top FBI officials and texts
between FBI employees — for
months as part of his investigation into the Justice Department’s handling of the Russia
investigation.
Now, he was threatening to
hold Justice officials in contempt.
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